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Abstract—Bitcoin is the first decentralized cryptocurrency pro-
posed by Satoshi Nakamoto. Although transactions are conducted
between pseudonyms, Bitcoin cannot offer strong privacy guar-
antees. Mixing coins, to some extent, can address this drawback
through different technologies, but also meets flexibility, storage
and anonymity problems. This paper proposes a decentralized
coin mixing scheme CoinMingle, based on ring signature, one-
time output address, CoinJoin and our mutual recognition
delegation strategy. Our mutual recognition delegation strategy is
simple but effective: when a user prepares to submit messages, he
will delegate it to other users for anonymity. Users in CoinMingle
don’t need pre-compute. And CoinMingle can tolerate different
input amounts and plug the leak of personal information in
shuffling phase. In addition, CoinMingle owns parallel structure
which is more efficient than other coin mixing schemes.

Index Terms—coin mixing, one-time output address, CoinJoin,
mutual recognition delegation

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of P2P technology, more and more

decentralised systems are in use. Sometimes the participants

need self-determination, which means they can get access to

the system freely. So they prefer to generate public-private

key pair by themselves to unlink the online behavior with true

identity. In accordance with the demands, the implementation

on P2P network must attach importance to anonymity.

A. Development of Cryptocurrency

Bitcoin [1] is a successful implementation of P2P technol-

ogy. People are attracted to the anonymity provided, however,

actually pseudo-anonymity. An increasing body of research

shows that anyone in P2P network can de-anonymize Bitcoin

by using information in the blockchain [2]–[5]. Recently, more

creative schemes were proposed such as ZCash [6], Dash [7],

[8],CoinShuffle [9], CoinParty [10], Monero [11] and other

schemes [12] to implement a true anonymous cryptocurrency.

Zcash uses zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argu-

ment of knowledge (zk-SNARKs) [14] to guarantee anonymi-

ty. However, the proving key pk and verification key vk used in

the process of zero-knowledge proof are generated by a trusted

third party. Although the paper [15] has given a solution by

hardcoded, everybody in the scheme can’t check them for its

”high threshold”. At the same time, every transaction in system

will cost the sender a few minutes producing a proof, so that

the transaction efficiency is greatly affected.

Dash and other CoinJoin proposals, such as Mixcoin [16],

SharedCoins [17], CoinShuffle and JoinMarket [18] meet the

same dilemma: the attacker may disturb the transaction by

inserting invalid output before users take turns signing a Coin-

Join transaction. As for anonymity, although the CoinParty

announced that not even the mixing peers can link input

addresses to the corresponding output addresses, its shuffle

phase is even weaker than CoinShuffle for everyone should

submit their output addressed in the first step of shuffling. It

means among the technologies the consistency of transaction

message can’t be guaranteed or the participant can know all

the exchange graph. And the level of anonymity offered by

CoinJoin can also be diminished by ”CoinJoin Sodoku” [19]

if the protocol is implemented incorrectly.

Monero based on CryptoNote v 2.0 mainly uses the tech-

nology of linkable ring signature [20] and one-time address

to satisfy the two properties untraceability and unlinkability,

by which users can trade securely. Unfortunately, Monero

suffers from storage problems. Every linkable ring signature

script size is linearity correlation to the cardinal of ring. Once

the user needs high anonymity, the storage cost is rather

expensive. A straightforward way to improve the system is

constructing a constant-size linkable ring signature which can

decrease script size to a constant. However, a constant-size ring

signature requires a trusted party to initiate its accumulator

which is contrary to decentralization. And one more question:

”Temporal Analysis” [21], shows that predicting the right

output in a ring signature is easier than previously thought.
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B. Our Contributions

We are totally committed to a practical decentralized anony-

mous cryptocurrency scheme. We note that, in the former

schemes, the advantages of different privacy-protecting tech-

nologies are not fully utilized. Firstly, our CoinMingle based

on ring signature one-time output address, CoinJoin and mutu-

al recognition delegation strategy (MRDS) can cut the storage

costs, improve the anonymity and support users’ self-organized

transaction. Then, ”CoinJoin Sudoku” and ”Temporal Analy-

sis” in Monero will not go into effect in CoinMingle.

C. Paper Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We

present background information on one-time address and

CoinShuffle in Section 2. Section 3 formalizes the problem

and requirements of coin mixing scheme. Section 4 describes

MRDS. Then, we outline our CoinMingle scheme in Section 5.

Section 6 give a comprehensive analysis of mixing correctness,

anonymity, flexibility, performance and further a comparison

with related works. We summarize our contributions in Section

7.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Ring signature

Ring signatures were first suggested by Rivest et al, who

introduced the RST scheme in 2001 [22]. Ring signatures

offer honestly participating users unconditional anonymity

without any group manager of trusted third center. They

simply require users to be part of an existing public key

infrastructure [23]. A user who signed message m with a

group of public key gpk and his own private key sk and

outputted ring signature σ, the other people can only verify

if the signature σ belongs to some participant in the group

but do not know who is he. In the following paper we denote

ring signature by σ = R sign(m, sk, gpk) and verification

by b = V erify(σ,m, gpk). b is equal to 1 or 0 meaning the

verification is successful or not.

B. One-time Output Address Using Model

In Monero, if Alice wants to transact with Bob, who has

published his two standard ECDSA public keys (A, B) , then

Alice will produce a new one-time output address for Bob.

Following is the process of address generation and validation:

1) Alice generates a random r ∈ [1, l − 1] and computes

a one-time output address addB = H(rA)G+ B, with

hash function and G the generator of the elliptic curve.

2) Alice uses addB as a destination address for the output

and also packs R = rG (as a part of the Diffie-Hellman

exchange) somewhere into the transaction.

3) Bob checks the transaction with his private key (a, b),
and computes addB

′ = H(aR)G+B. So it is clear that

addB
′ is equal to addB .

One-time output address using model in Monero can be seen

in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. One-time Output Address Using Model

Note that Alice can certainly generate a public address

of a corresponding private key, but only the one who owns

the private key can pay this output amount. If another user

calculates the public key by this DH parameter, the result will

be different from the specific one. So the owner of the output

address is unique.

C. CoinShuffle

Users in CoinShuffle implement the untraceable property

by shuffling phases. Suppose that there are m participants

{Mi|i = 0, 1, . . . , m}.

1) Each mixing peer Mi encrypts his output address Oi

using the public keys Ki+1, . . . ,Km of the mix-

ing peers in a layered encryption [Oi]Ki+1:Km
:=

EKi+1
(EK2

(. . . EKm
(Oi))).

2) If i = 1, the first peer node will send her encrypted out-

put address [O1]K2:Km to the peer M2. Otherwise, Mi

removes the outermost decryption EKi of the elements

in received set Si−1, then sends Si = πj◦{DKi(S
i−1)∪

[Oi]Ki+1:Km}, with a private permutation πj , to the next

mixing peer Mi+1.

3) Mm removes the last layer of encryption EKm . and

sorts the output addresses using permutation πm and

broadcasts the resulting Sm.

We can outline the process in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Shuffling phases

Note that there is a weakness that can’t be addressed: each

participant produces a signature after shuffling which allows

imitative behaviour of external attackers.
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III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Motivated by recent works on mixing coins [6]–[11], we

consider the problems of how to give users the utmost assur-

ance of their privacy and how to make it as convenient and

safe as possible for the participants. Formally, m input peers

which each have flexible amounts of coins available at input

addresses I1, . . . , Im want to mix them into a set of output

addresses O1, . . . , On (A brilliant mechanism may tolerate

various kinds of transaction). Such a mixing service should

meet the following requirements:

• Correctness: Honest input peers can accomplish mixing

operation in a timely manner. Malicious adversary can’t

break the mixing without any cost.

• Anonymity: The mixing must be anonymous. Malicious

adversary can not link the input address with correspond-

ing output address.

• Flexibility The mixing must be flexible. Any kind of

transaction can be mixed with close attention.

• Consistency: The mixing must be consistent. The partic-

ipants can sign on the same mixing result, even there are

some external attackers.

Clearly, the centralized mixing services like Bitcoin Fog,

BitLaundry and CoinSplitter do not provide correctness for

the risk of steals funds. Then, works on decentralized mixes

provide anonymity but not consistency in the presence of an

external attacker corrupting the mixing service. Further, the

inner participants can be easy to link input identification with

corresponding output address of others.

IV. MRDS

Our mutual recognition delegation strategy has four steps

Gen, Left share,Right share and Verify. Formally they are

described as follows:

• Gen. In this phase, users publish their public key and get

a m-vectors gpk (m > 2). Suppose the key pair (pkl, skl)
belongs to the message submitter while (pkr, skr) be-

longs to a specific participant who is assigned to verify

(it would be okay if l = r).

• Left share. σ to be submitted should include

the encrypted message mes and ring signature

R sign(mes, skl, gpk) using the key pkr.

• Right share. The designed confirmer using his public

key pkr decrypting σ announced in the previous phase to

seek out the left share message. Once it was found, the

confirmer using the verifying key gpk to a further verifi-

cation. If he runs verify successfully, the confirmer will

publish σ′ consisting of the message and his signature on

it.

The users can run Left share phase in the same time, and

Right share phase as well, so the beauty is time saving.

• Verify. The verifier is the submitter in the second phase

who verifies whether his message is in σ′. He can make

sure whether his submitted message is verified by the

assigned participant. If succeed, the verifier will sign on

the outputs of Right share phase and some additional

messages.

The detailed is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Mutual Recognition Delegation Strategy

V. COINMINGLE SCHEME

In this section, we present a new decentralized anonymous

cryptocurrency scheme based on the one-time output address,

CoinJoin and our mutual recognition delegation strategy. The

consensus of CoinMingle is mainly PoW and stipulates partial

transaction fee as penalties to defend the attacks of malicious

insiders. Proceeding to present the details, we first give an

intuition of our scheme. We introduce CoinMingle scheme

with three phases.(1) commitment, (2) mutual recognition

delegation, (3)and a punish phase which is invoked when an

error or malicious behaviour is detected in the two previous

phases. Then, we give an overview of CoinMingle including

some consensus-based strategies and the structure of package.

A. Commitment

Transaction package is the foundation of CoinMingle

scheme, a package, the basic unit for miner to be noted on

the block, can be seen as a container of mixing transaction. In

the commitment phase, a package header will be established.

Suppose Bob wants to make trades, with the public key

pk = Hs(rA)G − B and the public parameter R = rG. A

normal commitment includes three situations:

1) Creat a package. If Bob wants to be the first one prepar-

ing the transaction, then Bob will submit not only his

pre-output serial number sn, his public key pk, the trans-

action fee Tx fee and the failed return script Re script
but also the locked time lock time, the timestamp

TS, the lower boundary of anonymity A bound =
m and an input script i′script of commitment which

includes his signature on the above messages. So

Bob submits the tuple(sn, pk, Tx fee, Re script,
lock time, TS, A bound, i′script).
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2) Fill the header. If Bob just wants to be a participant of a

package which has been created, then he is supposed to

submit the tuple (sn, pk, Tx fee, Re script, i′script).
3) Seal the header. If Bob find that the number of the

participants are up to anonymity lower bound after

his submitting, Bob should seal the package with a

timestamp and an input script (including the signature

for all the messages in header). That is, the tuple

(sn, pk, Tx fee, Re script, TS, i′script).

B. Mutual Recognition Delegation

We give some details in the following. Suppose Bob wants

to send v coins to Carol (the output script corresponding to

Carol is oscript), and Bob assigns Smith to be right sharer

(Smith is i-th participant in the mixing). The group gpk is

composed by all the public key of the participants.

• Left share.
Bob broadcasts the following message.

σ = Encpki
(R sign(v ‖ oscript, sk, gpk) ‖ v ‖ oscript)

We express R sign(v ‖ oscript, sk, gpk) in term of c, and

v ‖ oscript in term of mes.

• Right share.
Once Smith receives a message in the left share, he will run

based on the following pseudo codes.

Algorithm 1 Right Share

Input: message σ, group gpk, private key ski
Output: right sharing message σ′

i

1: Decrypt σ with ski, then get mes′ and c′

2: if mes′ is meaningful then
3: b = V erify(c, mes′, gpk).
4: if b == 1 then
5: signi = Encski(mes′)
6: σ′

i = mes′ ‖ signi

7: else
8: return 0

9: end if
10: else
11: return 0

12: end if
13: return σ′

i

After the step 2, Smith will submit the output messages to

the mixing package. v′ and o′script of the algorithm above will

be defined as Oi in an output set O which will be seen by

Bob.

• Verify.
Once all the participants have submitted their results (maybe

a zero vector) in last step, it comes into the verify step. For

Bob, he will run based on the following pseudo codes.

Algorithm 2 Verify

Input: output set O, Smith index i, header message h, output

message {v ‖ oscript} and private key sk
Output: an input script iscript

1: flag = 0
2: for all Oj ∈ O do
3: if {v ‖ oscript} == Oj and j == i then
4: iscript ← Encsk(h ‖ O)
5: flag = 1
6: end if
7: end for
8: if flag == 1 then
9: return iscript

10: else
11: return 0

12: end if

C. Punish
Note that there is a recall script to deal with the timeout. If

the attacker has joined the package but doesn’t submit a valid

transaction, the header of package can be noted onto the block.

In other word, the attacker’s penalties (may be ten percents of

transaction fee) will also be punished by miner with no need

for a complete transaction. Once a miner find a package in

transaction pool, he will check the following situations.

1) Check the completeness of header. If the number of

participants in header is less than anonymity bound,

miners will drop it.

2) Check the completeness of package. In this case, the

header is completed by default. Miners check the state

of the package, and if it is unlocked, they will check if

the number of the input scripts is equal to the cardinal

of the group. If not they will note the header only on

the block.

3) Check the validity of package. In this case, the package

is completed by default and the package is unlocked.

Miners will verify the output amounts and input scripts.

If the output amounts is equal to input amounts (includ-

ing transaction fee) and input scripts is correct, they will

note all the package on the block, or they will note the

header only on the block.

D. Overview of CoinMingle
As the above phases show, it is allowed for miner to

note the header only, so how to resist the miner noting

header only to solve the hash puzzle more quickly. The first

tip is the transaction fee of a header only package is less

than a full package, so rational miner will not abandon a

full package. Further, there is a branch selection function

f(t, μ) in CoinMingle consensus, positively correlated with

completeness μ, instead of the longest chain selection strategy

in Satoshi. In other words, the honest miner tend to append

their block after the one which has more complete packages

over the same period of time.
Finally, we give an overview of the structure of CoinMingle

package at Fig.4.
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Fig. 4. CoinMingle Package

VI. DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM PROPERTIES

In this section, we show that CoinMingle fulfils the require-

ments presented in Section 3 (consistency is general). We

explain with the one-third malicious peers assumption, why

CoinMingle can achieve a correct mixing in Section 5.1. In

Section 5.2 we evaluate the anonymity quantitatively. This is

also the basis for our analysis of flexibility in Section 5.3.

Finally, we provide a comprehensive performance comparison

between CoinMingle and other schemes in Section 5.4.

A. Correctness

Malicious Input Peers. In the commitment phase, the input

peers broadcast their input UTXO and wait for mixing. The

correctness of this phase depends on the Bitcoin script scheme.

So malicious input peers can not interrupt a submittal in

commitment phase. In the MRDS phase, a common method of

attack is refusing to submit the left sharing message. However,

the left sharer must be the participant in the commitment

phase, once the left sharer does not meet corresponding

requirement in time, the penalties will be confiscated by miner.

So malicious input peers cannot interrupt the mixing without

any costs.

Malicious Mixing Peers. In the MRDS phase, malicious

mixing peers usually refuse to verify the left sharing message

and output a right sharing message. For one thing, the right

sharer meets the same dilemma with left. For another, the left

one has a chance to change the right sharer. So the transaction

will not be stalled by malicious mixing peers.

B. Anonymity

Before we describe our anonymity analysis, we are sup-

posed to find out the anonymity problem of ”CoinShuffle

class”. In this section, we will focus on CoinParty. Each

mixing peer Mi in CoinParty encrypts his output address Oi

using the public keys K1, . . . ,Km and gets [Oi]K1:Km
:=

EK1
(EK2

(. . . EKm
(Oi))). Then he broadcasts this result. So

participants in the mixing can catch this message, and they

even know the order of the layered encryption. After the

mixing, they can get the plaintext Oi and encrypt it with stored

order again to find out the link of Oi and IP address. For inner

attackers, the layered encryption seems to be unnecessary. So

the CoinParty pins its hope on network Tor to unlink the IP

address and true identity.

CoinMingle scheme will provide users anonymity with no

need for network Tor in unlinkability level. Express the mixing

times and cardinal of group in terms of n and m. With the

one-third malicious peers assumption, the probability of being

linked is:

Pr =

n∑

i=0

(
1

3
)n−i · Ci

n · ( 3

2m
)i (1)

The following is the graphics of the anonymity:

Fig. 5. Anonymity
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As Fig. 5 shows that when the cardinal of the group is

bigger than 4 or the mixing times is more than 4, the identity

of the user is considered to be indistinguishable.

C. Flexibility

There is a visualization example as 6: Bob have two sums

of coins 20 and 30, paying 40 coins to Carol. And David have

15 coins, paying 10 coins to Ella.

Fig. 6. An Example

In this way, our anonymity model is applicable, so we

strongly advise that users in mixing can imitate the minimum

spending as far as possible, And it can be allowed to follow

some optimisation strategies [25].

D. Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we give a brief comparison of the efficiency

of CoinMingle with some other schemes. Details can be found

in Table I.

TABLE I
EFFICIENCY

Ref. Input peer Mix Peer Verifier Comm
CoinJoin m · PM PM + π PM 4m · |G|
CoinParty m · PM PM + π PM 4m · |G|+m ·

|Hs|
Ours 3PM PM PM 4|G|

”m”: the cardinal of group of input accounts; ”PM”: an dot
multiplication operation in group G1; ”|Hs|”: the output size of hash
function; ”|G|”: the size of point in elliptic curve.

Just as table I shows, CoinMingle has advantages over other

CoinJoin schemes in being storable and computing.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we formalize a new efficient decentralized

anonymous cryptocurrency schemes CoinMingle. Compared

with ZCash, the technology is more easily understandable and

dont need the privileged as well; compared with CoinJoin, our

CoinMingle scheme is more flexible and credible; compared

with Monero, our CoinMingle scheme needs very less storage

space which is independent to the cardinal of group of input

accounts. In addition, our CoinMingle scheme is friendly to

users, for no need for a Tor network.
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